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Putting a restriction on the legal title of your 
property
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What is a Restriction

● A restriction is an entry made in the Proprietorship register of 
the title to freehold property, which restricts what dispositions 
(sales, mortgages, gifts etc) can be registered against the 
title. 

● It is registered using form RX1 and removed with form RX4. 
● A restriction can be used to protect any number of interests, 

and there are many standard forms. 
● The full list can be found in Land Registry Practice Guide 19

 at section 10. We will discuss 2 options as follows:

http://www.landregistry.gov.uk/professional/guides/practice-guide-19
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Restriction on Dispositions by a Sole Proprietor 
(Form A)

● "No disposition by a sole proprietor of the registered estate (except a trust corporation) under 
which capital money arises is to be registered unless authorised by an order of the court."

● The above restriction appears when 2 or more people purchase a property and choose to hold it 
as Tenants in Common , rather than as Joint Tenants. It should also be registered (though the 
proprietors will need to apply to the Land Registry) if a Joint Tenancy is severed. 

● Its purpose is to ensure that, on the death of one proprietor, the property cannot be sold by one 
survivor on his own. Instead, either the personal representatives of the deceased must join in the 
sale, or else the survivor must appoint a trustee. 

● The appointment is usually made in the transfer deed with the following wording in box 12 "So that 
the Transferor can give a good receipt for the purchase price Jane Doe in exercise of her statutory 
powers appoints John Doe to be a trustee of the Property together with Jane Doe". The 
appointment of a trustee overreaches the other proprietor's interest in the legal title (he does not 
have to be deceased) however the trustee is then equally responsible with the seller for ensuring 
that the other proprietor (or his estate) receives whatever portion of the equity that is due to him". 
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Consent required - Form N

● "No disposition [or specify details] of the registered estate [(other than a charge)] by 
the proprietor of the registered estate [or by the proprietor of any registered charge] is 
to be registered without a written consent [signed by [name] of [address] [or [his 
conveyancer] or specify appropriate details]]or [signed on behalf of [name] of 
[address] by [its secretary or conveyanceror specify appropriate details]]."

● This is a general restriction which prevents a transfer being registered without the 
consent of the person named therein. The purchaser's solicitor must ascertain what 
will be required to obtain consent before moving to exchange. 

● The restriction may be in favour of a management company or landlord to ensure that 
a Deed of Covenant is entered into, or it may be in favour of an individual to secure a 
debt. where appropriate an undertaking that the consent will be obtained and handed 
over, or that the seller's solicitors will perform any actions no behalf of the seller that 
are necessary to obtain the consent, should be obtained prior to exchange.
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Resources

Contents of the this presentation:
https://freeconveyancingadvice.co.uk/diy-conveyancing/notic
es-restrictions-on-title

RX1 form:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/enter-a-restrictio
n-registration-rx1

Sandy showing me how to put the legal title into trust: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/zTDUbDvkQKM5/

https://freeconveyancingadvice.co.uk/diy-conveyancing/notices-restrictions-on-title
https://freeconveyancingadvice.co.uk/diy-conveyancing/notices-restrictions-on-title
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/enter-a-restriction-registration-rx1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/enter-a-restriction-registration-rx1
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